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Renewable energies

World energy consumption is expected
to grow by more than a quarter by 2040,
according to the IEA energy markets
forecast, which assumes the continuation
of existing policies and measures and
their implementation. Renewable energy
(RE) production amounts to 26% of total
electricity production in 2020.
Electrical energy efficiency remains
indispensable to keep costs low and quality
of service high.
Large scale use of RE is important for the
future for several reasons: to meet a growing
gap between energy production and demand
in many countries, eliminate dependence
on fossil fuels, combat global warming, and
to raise the living standards of people in
developing countries.
Much of RE is a recent field of research,
technology and manufacturing and a new
industry is growing rapidly. Aware of these
issues many countries are pushing for a

“green” agenda, with green research, green
projects and green jobs earmarked as
priorities.
The challenges in much of RE are – like for
other emerging technologies – reliability,
efficiency and high start-up and initial
running costs. The reliability and efficiency
of many RE systems, in particular in the
wind energy and photovoltaic (PV) sectors,
have greatly improved. Another important
factor, the often higher initial comparative
cost of producing electricity from certain RE
sources, has fallen sharply, making them
more competitive.
The production of hydroelectric power from
rivers, which currently provides the largest
share of energy from renewable sources,
can be increased with new large projects as
well as the installation of small, micro- and
pico-hydro stations. The smaller systems
have low installation and running costs.
Hydroelectric stations present a significant
advantage: that of being able to meet
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increased demand at short notice and to act
as storage.
Regulating power output and storing energy
from renewable sources, which by definition
do not provide a constant or regular flow of
energy, are other challenges in the RE field.
These are being addressed by improving
existing technologies and developing new
ones, such as molten salts for concentrated
solar energy, for instance, where standards
are being developed.
Standardization helps all these technologies
in the RE domain to become marketable
by providing a foundation for certification
systems, promoting international trade of
uniform high quality products and supporting
transfer of expertise from traditional
energy systems. The very nature of the RE
technologies means that standardization
requires a dedicated effort to keep pace with
developments in the various fields.

It is against this backdrop that the IEC is
working to set the international standards
that can serve the planet in this market
sector. Our mission is to provide technical
performance and safety standards in this
field, as well as certification schemes when
needed, thereby offering an essential tool
for establishing a quality level to protect
customers everywhere.
In standardization, the IEC works in four
areas concerned with RE: water, geothermal,
sun and wind. The following IEC technical
committees (TCs) are involved:
IEC TC 4: Hydraulic turbines
IEC TC 5: Steam turbines
IEC TC 82: Solar photovoltaic energy
systems

IEC TC 88: Wind energy generation
systems
IEC TC 114: Marine energy – Wave,
tidal and other water current converters
IEC TC 117: Solar thermal electric
plants
There is an additional area of activity,
IEC TC 105: Fuel cell technologies. Although
not truly RE since fuel cells require a fuel
supply of either hydrogen or a hydrocarbon
to function, they are often considered as
such.

In certification, IECRE (IEC System for
Certification to Standards Relating to
Equipment for Use in Renewable Energy
Applications) helps facilitate trade of
equipment and services for the marine,
solar PV, geothermal and wind sectors, while
maintaining the required level of safety and
expected performance.
IECEE (IEC System of Conformity Assessment
Schemes for Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components) includes an IECEE PV scheme
for photovoltaics.

The IEC is committed to RE and coordinates
the various interest groups to publish
standards at a rapid pace, very often in
under 12 months.

Technology

Standardization

Certification

Water power – rivers

IEC TC 4: Hydraulic turbines

Water power – oceans

IEC TC 114: Marine energy – Wave, tidal and
other water current converters

Geothermal

IEC TC 5: Steam turbines

Solar power – photovoltaic

IEC TC 82: Solar photovoltaic energy systems

Solar power – thermal electric

IEC TC 117: Solar thermal electric plants

Wind power

IEC TC 88: Wind energy generation systems
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IECRE – Marine energy sector

IECRE – Solar energy sector /
IECEE PV scheme
IECRE – Wind energy sector

Water power

Coming from the Greek word for “water”,
hydro applies to rivers and oceans.
IEC standardization work for the first covers
both large-scale and small-scale river
projects. Ocean power is a relatively new
area for standardization as the market is
still largely in the research and development
stage.

Rivers
—
Hydro represents near 20% of energy
generation. Some of the world’s biggest
hydroelectric power plants, in terms
of capacity and annual average power
generation volume, produce billions of
kilowatt-hours. At the other end of the scale
are small, micro- and pico-hydro stations.
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Micro-hydro schemes are generally runof-the-river developments for villages and
communities far from industrial centres.
Pico-hydro systems have a capacity of
50 W to 5 kW and are generally used for
individuals or clusters of households. The
World Small Hydropower Development
Report 2016, by the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO), said that

approximately 78 GW of small hydro were
installed worldwide.
Small hydro is likely to expand in coming
decades as heavily populated countries like
India keep expanding rural electrification.
IEC TC 4: Hydraulic turbines, set up in 1911,
prepares standards and technical reports for
designing, manufacturing, commissioning,
testing and operating hydraulic machines. Its
focus remains river projects. These include
turbines, storage pumps and pump-turbines
of all types as well as related equipment,
such as speed governors and performance
evaluation and testing.
The two main forces driving much of
IEC TC 4 work are, on the one hand, new
large-scale hydroelectric river projects in
Asia, the Russian Federation and South
America and, on the other, refurbishment
and up-rating of existing plants in North
America and Europe. As a result, the work
programme focuses on turbine runners

and pump impellers, acceptance tests of
hydro turbines, control systems testing,
and evaluating both cavitation pitting and
discharge measurement methods, as well
as hydraulic turbine efficiency, vibration,
stability, upgrading and rehabilitation.
Particle erosion is a potential future topic for
IEC TC 4.

Oceans
—
Ocean energy devices work with tides
or with waves, although ocean currents
and ocean thermal technologies are other
huge potential sources of power. These
devices are either floating or fixed and, to
generate electrical energy, they tend either
to oscillate or to rotate. Research appears
to have started in Japan in the 1940s, the
technology for it has been around since
the 1970s and functioning units have been
deployed in various countries in the 1990s,
mostly as prototypes. In 2007 the IEC
created IEC TC 114: Marine energy – Wave,
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tidal and other water current converters, to
begin preparing standards for this emerging
field of technology.
IEC TC 114 is responsible for marine energy
which includes wave, tidal and other water
sources able to convert current energy into
electrical energy with the exception of tidal
barrage and dam installations which are
covered by IEC TC 4.
Standards produced by IEC TC 114 aim to
address:
System definition
Performance measurement of wave,
tidal and water current energy
converters
Resource assessment requirements,
design and survivability
Safety requirements
Power quality
Manufacturing and factory testing
Evaluation and mitigation of
environmental impact

© www.worldbank.org

Geothermal energy

Geothermal power plants pipe hot water
or steam through wells that reach down to
reservoirs under ground. The thermal energy
is then converted into electricity through
different technologies. These plants provide
stable production output, unaffected by
climatic variations.
Different ways of generating electricity
include:
Dry steam power plants extract very hot
steam from reservoirs in the earth. The
steam activates turbines that generate
electricity.

Geothermal flash steam power plants
use water temperatures of a least
182 oC. High-pressure hot water is
turned into steam by lowering the
pressure. This is then used to drive
turbines to generate electricity. This
is currently the most common type of
geothermal plant.
Geothermal binary cycle power plants
can use water temperature as low as
57 oC. The thermal energy is used to
heat a fluid that turns into steam at low
temperatures. This steam is pushed
through a turbine to generate electricity.
The water never touches the fluid and is
re-injected into the well, where it heats
up again, closing the cycle.
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IEC TC 5 prepares international standards
for the turbines and heat pumps used in
geothermal energy systems.
According to the REN 21 report, an estimated
0.5 GW of new geothermal power generating
capacity came online in 2018, bringing the
global total to around 13.3 GW. Turkey and
Indonesia accounted for about two-thirds of
the new capacity installed.

Solar power
The conversion of sunlight into electricity,
either using PV modules, or concentrated
solar power systems (CSP) in solar
thermal electric (STE) plants is occupying
a growing share of electricity production
worldwide. Unlike PV technology that uses
semiconductor material to convert sunlight
directly into electricity, STE plants use
reflective material to concentrate the sun’s
heat to drive steam or gas turbines, or other
engines, to produce electricity.

Photovoltaic systems off-grid
—
So far, solar panels have mostly been used
as standalone systems for energy. These
systems are now being deployed throughout

the industrialized and developing world on
a commercial scale. The market for PV has
developed in both industrialized countries
and in the developing countries where
off-grid and hybrid-village grid electrical
services are now becoming available to
thousands of remote villages. Such rural
populations of developing countries without
the benefits of grid connections can enjoy
an electrical supply from standalone PV
systems with their inherent advantages of
modularity and independence from imported
fuels.
STE plants can provide energy for water
desalination, heating or the production
of chemicals. To lessen problems arising
from varying electricity demand and solar
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radiation, STE plants can use storage tanks
and hybrid solar-fossil fuel systems to deliver
electricity throughout day and night, at base
and peak times, ensuring grid stabilization.

Grid-connected
—
It is now technically possible to connect solar
panels to the electricity grid, meaning those
who own them could sell excess energy
back to their power company.
IEC TC 82 work increasingly includes:
System commissioning, maintenance
and disposal
Characterization and measurement of
new thin-film PV module technologies

such as CdTe, CIS, CuInSe2, and so
forth
New technology storage systems
Applications with special site conditions,
such as tropical zone, northern latitudes
and marine areas

as radiofrequency and electromagnetic
pollution, disposal of toxic PV materials
and atmospheric contamination from PV
manufacturing processes, among other
topics.

IEC TC 82 also expects to address several
system and component safety issues,
including grid-connected systems on
buildings and utility-connected inverters, as
well as various aspects of environmental
protection. This consists of safeguarding
the natural environment from such things

Solar thermal energy
—
Several large-scale STE plants in excess of
50 MW are now operational in Spain and the
US as well as in the Middle East, North Africa
and other regions.
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The Spanish standardization body, AENOR,
established a specific STE subcommittee to
start standardization procedures, a natural
development given Spain’s leading position
in the development and deployment of
the technology. AENOR was also behind
the proposal to create an IEC TC to draft
international standards in the field of
STE. IEC TC 117, established in 2011,
prepares International Standards for solar
thermal electric installations. IEC TC 117
issued its first publications – two technical
specifications – in November 2017.

Wind power
One of the main trends in turbine
development is increased size and rating
for offshore installations; other continuing
trends are variable-speed operation and
the use of direct-drive generators. Principal
associated developments are:
Resource evaluation (wind
measurements, modelling)
Standards and certification
Improved aerodynamic efficiency
Cost reductions (value engineering,
component development)
Advanced turbine development (new
concepts)
In addition to the increasing installation of
turbines offshore in Europe, the development
of offshore sites is advancing in the US.
IEC TC 88 prepares standards that deal
with safety, measurement techniques and
test procedures for wind turbine generator
systems. It has produced standards
for design requirements, performance,
acoustic noise measurement techniques,
measurement of mechanical loads, and
communications for monitoring and control
of wind power plants. Its current work
programme includes both standards and
design requirements for offshore wind
turbines, gearboxes and wind farm power
performance testing.
IEC TC 88 plans to develop new standards
and specifications on power performance
measurements, medium scale wind turbines,
electrical simulation, rotor blades, and to
upgrade its specifications on mechanical
loads measurements and blade testing to
full international standards.
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Reliability and safety of
renewables
IECRE
—

Future potential
—
While IECRE focuses on three sectors for now,
the door remains open for consideration of

IECRE, the IEC System for Certification to
Standards Relating to Equipment for Use in
Renewable Energy Applications, has been
created in recognition that the ever-increasing
demand for electricity and the need to reduce
the share of fossil fuels in power generation
have led to rapid development and growth
of the RE sector. Intending to provide testing,
inspection and certification for sectors such
as wind energy, marine energy and solar PV
energy.

IECRE aims to facilitate international trade in
equipment and services for use in renewable
energy sectors while maintaining the
required level of safety.

Scope
—
In practical terms, the IECRE System is being
organized into sectors and schemes. Three
sectors have currently been defined:
Solar PV energy
Wind energy
Marine energy

© Siemens

Each of these sectors operates schemes that
cover:
Products, e.g. components and systems
Services, e.g. installations and other
related offers of the sector
Personnel, e.g. covering the
competence of those working in the
sector
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other technologies such as CSP, geothermal
energy and fuel cells.
More information: www.iecre.org

Environmental policy

What is the link between IEC International
Standards and renewable energies?
It has to do with the environment. IEC
recognizes the growing importance of
preserving the environment and the role
electrotechnical standardization has to play
to foster sustainable development. It is the
responsibility of the IEC to contribute actively
to the evolving standards framework for the
benefit of the environment. For this purpose,
the IEC cooperates with ISO and regional
standards development organizations.
With respect to product related standards,
IEC technical committees must continuously
assess and improve new and existing
standards in view of reducing adverse
environmental impacts over the whole life
cycle of products.

It also has to do with electrical energy
efficiency, which has been part of IEC work
for more than 100 years. Ensuring efficient
production, transmission, distribution and
use of electrical energy brings positive
results. In terms of electricity generated
from burning fossil fuels, it diminishes the
overall impact on the environment. In terms
of consumers, it helps to keep energy costs
down. As electricity energy efficiency is a
growing concern in societies worldwide,
IEC is investing more time and resources
to ensure that its contribution has a positive
impact.
The use of renewable energies helps to meet
several UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs): SDG 12 – responsible consumption
and production; SDG 11 – sustainable cities
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and communities; SDG 13 – climate action.
And last but not least, SDG 7 – access to
affordable and reliable energy services.
Many IEC Standards underpin these goals
and, behind the scenes, help meet the
targets set by the SDGs.
The IEC established the Advisory Committee
on environmental aspects (ACEA) to advise
on questions concerning the environment.
One of the principal tasks of ACEA is
coordinating the work of IEC technical
committees and subcommittees to help
them address environmental issues when
preparing their standards. To carry out
its mandate, ACEA keeps abreast of the
issues in its field and remains up-to-date on
regulatory developments.
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About the IEC
The IEC, headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland,
is the world’s leading publisher of international
standards for electrical and electronic
technologies. It is a global, independent, notfor-profit, membership organization (funded by
membership fees and sales). The IEC includes
173 countries that represent 99% of world
population and energy generation.
The IEC provides a worldwide, neutral and
independent platform where 20 000 experts
from the private and public sectors cooperate
to develop state-of-the-art, globally relevant
IEC International Standards. These form
the basis for testing and certification, and
support economic development, protecting
people and the environment.
IEC work impacts around 20% of global
trade (in value) and looks at aspects such
as safety, interoperability, performance
and other essential requirements for a vast
range of technology areas, including energy,
manufacturing, transportation, healthcare,
homes, buildings or cities.
The IEC administers four conformity assessment
systems and provides a standardized approach
to the testing and certification of components,
products, systems, as well as the competence
of persons.
IEC work is essential for safety, quality and
risk management. It helps make cities
smarter, supports universal energy access
and improves energy efficiency of devices
and systems. It allows industry to consistently
build better products, helps governments
ensure long-term viability of infrastructure
investments and reassures investors and
insurers.

Key figures

173
A global network of 173 countries
that covers 99% of world population and
electricity generation

members and affiliates

>200
technical committees

Offers an affiliate country programme to
encourage developing countries to get
involved in the IEC free of charge

20 000
experts from industry, test and research
labs, government, academia and
consumer groups

>10 000
Develops international standards and runs
four conformity assessment systems to
verify that electronic and electrical products
work safely and as they are intended to

international standards published

4
global conformity assessment systems

>1 million
IEC International Standards represent a
global consensus of state-of-the-art
know-how and expertise

conformity assessment certificates
issued

>100
years of expertise

A not-for-profit organization enabling global
trade and universal electricity access
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Further information
Please visit the IEC website at www.iec.ch
for further information. In the “About the
IEC” section, you can contact your local IEC
National Committee directly. Alternatively,
please contact the IEC Central Office
in Geneva, Switzerland or the nearest
IEC Regional Centre.

Global
—
IEC − International Electrotechnical
Commission
Central Office
3 rue de Varembé
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
T +41 22 919 0211
Fax +41 22 919 0300
info@iec.ch
www.iec.ch

IEC Regional Offices
—
Africa
IEC-AFRC − Africa Regional Centre
7th Floor, Block One, Eden Square
Chiromo Road, Westlands
PO Box 856
00606 Nairobi
Kenya

Asia Pacific
IEC-APRC − Asia-Pacific
Regional Centre
2 Bukit Merah Central #15-02
Singapore 159835
T +65 6377 5173
Fax +65 6278 7573
dch@iec.ch

Latin America
IEC-LARC − Latin America
Regional Centre
Av. Paulista, 2300 – Pilotis Floor – Cerq.
César
São Paulo – SP – CEP 01310-300
Brazil
T +55 11 2847 4672
as@iec.ch

IEC Conformity Assessment
Systems
—
IECEE / IECRE
c/o IEC − International Electrotechnical
Commission
3 rue de Varembé
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland
T +41 22 919 0211
Fax +41 22 919 0300
secretariat@iecee.org
secretariat@iecre.org
www.iecee.org
www.iecre.org

IECEx / IECQ
The Executive Centre
Australia Square, Level 33
264 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia

North America
IEC-ReCNA − Regional Centre
for North America
446 Main Street, 16th Floor
Worcester, MA 01608
USA
T +1 508 755 5663
Fax +1 508 755 5669
tro@iec.ch

T +254 20 367 3000 / +254 20 375 2244
M +254 73 389 7000 / +254 70 493 7806
Fax +254 20 374 0913
eod@iec.ch
fya@iec.ch
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T +61 2 4628 4690
Fax +61 2 4627 5285
info@iecex.com
info@iecq.org
www.iecex.com
www.iecq.org

3 rue de Varembé
PO Box 131
CH-1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland

T +41 22 919 0211
info@iec.ch
www.iec.ch
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